Datasheet

Accrualify vs. Other Bill
Management Software
If you are looking to implement a new accounts payable system to help your finance organization better
manage vendors, invoices, and payments, there are many aspects to consider. Something important to
keep in mind as you choose a solution is your company’s future goals. If growth is a major priority for you,
you must ensure your AP solution scales with your needs. You may be comparing us to other business bill
management software while making your solution assessments. Here, we detail our main differentiators.

Purchase Orders

Budgeting

Our robust PO management add-on makes vendor
onboarding and PO request submissions a breeze.

Integrate budgets which gives users the ability to more
accurately track their spend.

Approval Workflow Automation

Real-time ERP Sync

Our products include customizable approval workflows for
POs, invoices, and payments that can be defined by any
metric that your approval policies call for.

We push and pull data real-time with your ERP—no need
for an overnight batch sync.

Accrual Automation and Management

Industry Leading SLA

We are the only spend management solution to automate
accrual requests and vendor estimate to input.

We offer a dedicated account representative and
guarantee support request replies within 24 hours, though
we tend to respond faster.

Domestic and International Payments

GL Coding

Make easy, fast domestic and international payments
directly from your existing bank accounts

Our platform learns from your bills through AI and provides
a GL coding report to see exact Dr/Cr of your bills.

Professional Services

Subsidiaries

We accommodate custom projects to meet the business
requirements of large clients.

Have unlimited subsidiaries and routing based on them,
key for growing organizations.
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Accrualify

Other Bill Pay Software

Cloud-based

X

X

PO request feature

X

Customizable PO approval workflow

X

Accrual request automation

X

Accrual input automation

X

Automated accrual reversals

X

Accrual reporting

X

Invoice automation

X

X

Invoice data input automation

X

X

Customizable invoice approval workflow

X

X

Domestic payments

X

X

International payments

X

Customizable payment approval workflow

X

Integrated budgets

X

GL coding

X

Robust vendor portal

X

In-platform communications

X

X

Automatic ERP synching

X

X

Platform customizations

X

Mobile app approvals

X

X

24 hours or less response time

Up to 48 hours response time

SLA

Pricing model

Pay by number of
monthly transactions*

X

Pay per user

*Our pricing is based on monthly transactional volume rather than per user. Growing companies love this because
it allows Accrualify solutions to scale with them. Give everyone in your organization access to our platform without
worrying about extra fees.
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